Informatics for Global Health & Crisis Response @DirectRelief
Core ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) = Warehouse + Materials + Shipping + Grants + Human Resources + Financials

Transactional Data
Aid Transparency: Every partner, every shipment, every material group, every day
Business Intelligence: Every variable integrated and visualized
WAREHOUSE ACTIVITY

ST2 Open Pallet Spaces

AISLE 1 - 138 OPEN

AISLE 2 - 80 OPEN

AISLE 3 - 61 OPEN

AISLE 4 - 48 OPEN

AISLE 5 - 85 OPEN

AISLE 6 - 4 OPEN

# of Open Bins
7-10
5-6
3-4
1-2
0
Mobile Data for Medical Relief

Treating Refugees, Three Minutes at a Time
Issue Framing, Research and Open Data
Story Maps:
Tracking Public Health Crises
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